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RoundtabLe 1. Are the advocate of nucLear power and the adversaries

Listening to each other (Does diaLogue have a chance

Introductory remarks by

AUGUSTO ANCARANI
Commission of the European Communities - russeLs, BeLglum

The subject proposed for the present roundtable is in the form of a

tWofoLd question. To assert that advocates and adversaries of nuclear power

are Listening to each other wiLLO I hopes resuLt from what wiLL be said. But,

ap far as the chance of a diaLogue Is concerned, one can answer in the positive

Trom the start. Indeed a diaLogue is aLways possibLe, even among deaf peopLe,

Provided they are poLite. This has been and stiLL is the situation in many

instances.

If we consider the politics situation in a worLwide perspective, we

hove to acknowledge that the mood is favorable to the diaLogue on aLmost

el/ery possibLe subject. If this is true among the great powers, it wiLL aLso be

the case, at aLL the LeveLs, inside our democratic and articulate societies,

Orice set in motion the soLution of the great probLems concerning peace among

notions, stiLL remain to be tackLed the ones about the weLfare of humankind.

Such weLfare rests heaviLy on the avaiLabiLity of energy; besides, energy cannot

bp produced without some consequences upon the environment. This process wiLL

bi a Long and a difficult one; it wiLL be exhausted onLy through confrontations,

exchanges of view, dialogues, discussions - any term that you wiLL care to

choose.
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The adversaries of nuclear energy uphold their convictions with various

arguments. They quote, for nstance,. unacceptable dangers to the populations,

qnfavourabLe economic considerations, poss1bLe connections between the civil

4nd military applications of nuclear energy. ALL this is very well known, as

4re known the answers and the tone of dispute often on the verge of a religious

qar .

Presently, I venture to say that the situation has changed, at Least

oartLy. The impact of the Chernobyl. accident has had from the onset a very

qegative nuence on the public opinion. The attitude of certain governments

has aso payed in such direction. Later on, that same negative influence has

heen more subdued, both because of the unusual open attitude of the Soviet

authorities and because of the naturaL exhaustion, with time, in the emotional

ismpact of every catastrophe.

In the case-of Chernobyl, has paid teLLing the truth, or, at Least, a

"Levant part of it. Has also paid the sequence of other aamitous events, which

�eLped ChernobyL to fade in some way.

Let us not forget that in the orld Of imaginary fears and worries of

people, the chemicaL Industry is more threatening than nuclear power pants.

BpopaLBasLe,, Seveso (not to speak of the production of poisonous gas and the

danger of a chemical war, added again to this worrying List) have Left perhaps

more Lasting traces than Three MLe IsLand if not ChernobyL. The scare of the

*emicaL ghost has increased together with the nowledge of the existence of

rAny aboveground and underground repositories of poisonous wastes amost

everywhere in Europe (not to talk of the ones established in dveloping countries).

Such realities influence the blic opinion more than the perspective of

repositories of nucLear waste.

On top of the chemical threat comes now a newly perceived one, much

more cose at hand and-reaL. After the acid rains, everybody seems to fear the

consequences of the phenomena contributing to the greenhouse effect. Faced with

a menace much easier to envisage than the consequences of radiations, it is

nDt possible that even the most staunch enemy of nuclear energy refuse a diaLogue.

Now, (et us be clear on a point the question is not to save nuclear

ppwer at aLL costs with the menace and the backmail of the worst troubLes of

chemical or thermaL origin. The question is to review aLL the implications of

ehergy production (from every possibLe source) on more broad foundations. The

starting point wiLL have to be, of course, the present and the foreseabLe needs

4 the whoLe mankind and not only of that part aready enjoying an energy bonanza.
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I suggest that this is ont? of the easons, if not the main reason, to

forecast a dlaLogue between nu:Lear power advocates and Its adversaries. I

4ouLd even advance that both sdes are forced to Listen to each other in a

spirit of coLLaboration or, at Least, of competitive coLLaboration.

At this point, it is naturaL to ask how to proceed in opening the diaLogue

and ensuring that it is kept going. I have aLready hinted that, on the part

of the advocate of nucLear power it is mandatory to teLL the truth at any cost

and in every circumstance. This means not onLy to give eplanations when

wornered by the pubLic knowledge of news diffused by the mass media. it means

tp anticipate the mass media on the occasion of any occurrence even vagueLy smeL-

Uing of nucLear malfunction or nucLear incident. It means making an effort of per-

manent information, to be considered at an educational LeveL and not as a

surreptitious use of pubLlcity techniques. It means, in short, to accept

putting the pubLic on the same LeveL as the technicaL. industrial and economic

fsorces which are behind nucLear power.

Having said so much, I reaLLy do hope that the conclusions of this workshop

WiLL show that my modest proposaL has aLready been overtaken by what s going

dn and that we are on the good way.


